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Biggest and latest collection of Nigerian Movies and Latest Nollywood Movies 2018 and Latest African Movies Online. Latest Nollywood moviesÂ 2018 Latest Nollywood Movies and Nigerian Movies. Odi Anni Chacha (Urdu:  ) ﺁﻧﭽﯽ ﺁﻭڈﯽis a Pakistani television drama serial broadcast on ARY Digital, which premiered on 3 April 2011. The show deals with a gang of
robbers who threaten the Pakistani police force. The serial revolves around three criminal couples who work together to rob various banks. The serial follows their personal life stories and problems. It also includes political commentary on government policies.[1][2] It gained huge success and popularity among the viewers, and was the first Pakistani drama series to have
reached three million mark in audience.[3] The show aired the title music "Zinda bhi" by Zainab Sali. Episode-1 Released on 03 April 2011, Diyar-e-Dil released its first episode on 3 April 2011. In the opening sequence of episode 1, Monica Sarabhai is shown as the star of Dil Ne Judaa se aao meri and plays the role of Deepa's (played by Shruti) mother. Episode-2
Anjan Chanda leads the cast in the second episode, which is a continuation of the first episode. He plays the role of a retired cop, Shamsher Singh Rawat, who reforms DIL and helps the trio to make it to the top. He falls in love with Tisha Kapoor (played by Sara Loren), but is forced to tell her that he is in no condition to marry her. He feels jealous and does not want to
play a role in his wife's marriage. Episode-3 In the third episode, Gautam Gulati plays the role of another retired cop, Dharam Nand, who was Sachin's (played by actor Neeraj Saini) colleague. Dharam is the new DGP, who takes the duo to the top level. Dharam is the reason for Sachin's change in the department. Dharam is in love with Tisha Kapoor, but can't tell her as
he is still married to his own wife. Episode-4 The fourth episode revolves around Apoorva and Tisha, who are now married and have a daughter, Anita (played by Rakhi Sawant
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